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Arriving at Krems on a Sunday morning, I thought I would not stand the solitude for a whole 2 months and would promptly go back. I had no idea that, only a week from then, while in Vienna to see some friends, I would be running back to Krems against the insistence of my friends to stay with them. The residence and Krems became like home to me.

The surroundings of the town are enchantingly beautiful. I would walk about the windy hills for hours on end in the morning. I wanted to record and photograph every single one of those. I’ve done a fair bit; I’d like to exhibit them in our magazine’s gallery when I go back, under the title “the Krems diary”.

I was very honoured and happy that my work was shown at the Next Comic Festival. I’ve discovered an event that rivals the festival of Angoulême in quality. The works exhibited were exciting and inspiring.

I’ve enjoyed all the activities and trips to museums and galleries offered by the residence and have also been to museums and concerts in Vienna, making full use of the proximity to the capital: the Albertina, the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wiener Konzerthaus, the Tricky Women animation film festival. In Krems, I’ve been to many exhibitions, to the Kunsthalle (Hans Op de Beeck), Forum Frohner, Ernst Krenek Forum, Kunstmeile Krems and Artothek Niederösterreich. I’ve attended the comics workshop organised with primary school students and the vernissage of the Baden exhibition. The events held in Vienna were harder to attend to however, and I haven’t been to much of them.

The residence is, in a word, wonderful. But what impressed me the most was the friendliness of all those working here. I’ve felt at home here. I can’t think of a residence without Sabine, her care and understanding.

I would like to thank you all, especially the museum director dear Gottfried Gusenbauer, for a wonderful two months. I will miss you all and Krems very much.
Bir iğne göndür
icinden bir ses,
amma ben boş verir,
birak evi mok şöför
şun döyör. Növüyo
-bana böyle kız

Ya ben,
eve girmek ister
mihorun inan,kendî-
mi sokaklara atıp, fittirî
fittirî dolasmak
istiyorum.
Yeter be!

8 Mart yakla
şıkarda ondan,
benim ışımde de
bir ışın var kag
 göndür... Valla
übendim, gittim
pasta anadan
pulim herseyi

Romie